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THE FLAT PART OF NON-FLAT ORBIFOLDS
FENG XU

We use integrable lattice models to determine the complete
invariants of a series of new finite depth orbifold subfactors
from Hecke algebras.
Introduction.
Commuting squares are an efficient way of producing subfactors. One can
always ask the question about how to determine the higher relative commutants once a subfactor is produced. The interest in this question is that in
many well-known examples, these higher relative commutants which are finite dimensional C* algebras if the index is finite, seem to be the right "Quantum symmetry" ([2]). In the language of coupling system of 0cneanu([3]),
the question is to determine the flat part of a connection. In [1], we found
a necessary and sufficient for a certain class of connections from orbifold
construct ion ([4]) to be flat. In this paper, we will determine the flat part
of those non-flat connections. The exact meaning of this will be explained
in Section 1. It turns out that the subfactor constructed from those nonflat connections is the same as a sufactor from a flat orbifold construction,
where one does orbifold with respect to a subgroup of the original abelian
group. (See the theorem of Section 2.) The paper is organized as follows: In
Section 1 we recalled the part of [1] we need as well as fixing the notations.
In Section 2 we proved the main result. This paper is a continuation of [1].
1. Orbifold Constructions in subfactors.
The material of this section is contained in Section 2 of [1] and Section 4 of
[4]. Let G be a connected, simply connected, compact simple lie group with
nontrivial center, i.e. G = SU{N),S0(2N +
l),SO(2N),SP{2N),E6,E7.
Let Z be a nontrivial subgroup of the center Z(G) of G. Let φ be a finite dimensional representation of G. K E N is a fixed integer (level). In [5], a coupling system associated to φ is constructed, denoted by {gφ(K), hφ(K),B, τ).
Here gφ{K) is the principal graph constructed out of the fusion graph of
e ven
e υen
φ,hφ(K) is its dual. If K is such that Z(0) G g φ Π h φ , since the connection is invariant under the action of the central element (see 2.12 of [1]), one
can apply orbifold method with respect to Z to this coupling system. To get
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a better picture of the orbifold construction, let us take a concrete example,
namely, let us describe the orbifold construction of the WenzΓs subfactor
as in [4]. It corresponds to the case G — SU(N), φ is the fundamental
representation of SU(N), Z is the cyclic group ZN and N\K. Let

where the Λ^'s are the N —1 weights of the fundamental representations and
n
n
n = k + N. For fixed N, we define A as follows. The vertices of A are given
by elements of P £ + and its oriented edges are given by N vectors β{ defined
by βι = Λjjβi = Λj — Λj_!,i = 1, ...,N — l,eN

= — Λjv-i

We define an action

of the cyclic group ZJV as follows. We set Ao = *, and label the other end
vertices of the graph An by ^ = Ao + (n — N)eu A2 — Aλ + (n — iV)e2, •••,
T4JV-I = A/v-2 + (n — N)ejsr-i. Define a rotation symmetry p of the graph
by p(Aj + Y^kCk^k) — Aj+ι 4- ZlfcC^e^+i, where the indices are in Z/NZ and
Ck G C. Note that ρN = id. The connection VF(see [3]) which is used to
embed a small algebra into a big one, is invariant under this action. The
vertices of An can be colored by N colors in Z/NZ = 0,1,..., N — 1 so that
the starting vertex has color 0 and each oriented edges goes from a color k
to a color k+1, k G Z/NZ. A™ is A subgraph which has vertices of colors r
and r + l , r G ZN. Let
O o , o ( - ^ 0 , 1 ^- ^ 0 , 2 •••

n

n

n

1,0 ^- ^ 1 , 1 ^- ^ 1 , 2 •••

n

n

n

C2,o C C/2,1 C C2,2 •••

n

n

n

*" ^ 0 , c o

n
^ ^l,oo

n
^ C2,oo

n

be the double sequences constructed as in [4]. Since the connection is invariant under the action of the center one can apply p to each Cj >m as a *-algebra
isomorphism and it is compatible with the inclusions of these algebras. Set
Dm,n to be the fixed point algebra C m > n of under p. We get another double string algebras simply replacing Dm,n by C m > n . The double sequences
constructed here are a little different from that of [3]. The source of the
string is allowed to be any of the Aj j=0,l,2...N-l, where in [3] the source is
always Ao. However, the subfactor C0,oo C ClίOO is the same as the WezΓs
subfactor which is the subfactor constructed from similar double sequences
but restricts the source to be Ao. This is also clearly explained in [4], The
reason is the so-called relative Mcduίf properties of subfactors constructed
out of the commuting squares. If one takes the projection p corresponding
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to Ao, since p G C0,oo? the relative Mcduίf property implies C0,oo C CΊ>OO is
isomorphic to pCo,ooP C pCιiOOp which is the standard description of WenzΓs
subfactor in [3]. Set D Z o o to be the weak closure of U m A,m in its GNSrepresentation with respect to the trace. The subfactor D0oo C DιiOO is
called orbifold subfactors. By [3], the question of determining the flat part
of the orbifold subfactor including finding those σ' G A,o such that they
commute with all σ G DQ^m. Since by the main result of [1], the connection
is flat when N is odd, but when N is even, the connection is flat iff 2N\K.
When the connection is flat, the higher relative commutants are simply given
by sequences of algebras .Dm,o> τn>0. If the connection is not flat, the higher
relative commutants are strictly smaller subalgebras of Dmj0,m
> 0 which
commute with all σ G A), m . Hence our question is to determine the higher
relative commutants of the orbifold subfactor D0oo C DljOO in the case N is
a divisor of K but 2N is not and N is even. Since the orbifold connection in
this case is not flat, the orbifold subfactor is called a non-flat orbifold and
the question is to determine the higher relative commutants of this orbifold
subfactor. This is exactly the meaning of the title of this paper.

2. The higher relative commutants.
Now we are ready to compute the higher relative commutants. For the sake
of completeness, let us first state the theorem in its general form. Let G
be a connected, simply connected, compact simple lie group with nontriv-

ial center, i.e. G = SU{N),SO{2N + 1),SO{2N),SP{2N),E6,E7.

Let Z

be a nontrivial subgroup of the center Z(G) of G. Let θz denote the set
of fundamental weights of G associated to Z, and (,) the killing form of
G. In [5], a coupling system associated to φ is constructed, denoted by
(gφ(K),hφ(K),B,τ).
Here gφ(K) is the principal graph constructed out of
ven
e ven
the fusion graph of φ,hφ(K) is its dual. If K is such that Z(0) G gφ Πh φ ,
since the connection is invariant under the action of the central element (see
2.12 of [1]), one can apply orbifold method with respect to Z to this coupling
system. Let φ be a finite dimensional representation of G. K G N is a fixed
integer (level).
Theorem. Let K,Z be as before. Let M be the least natural number such
that: l/2M(θz,θz)
G Z,VΘZ G θz and let N be the least nature number such
that M\N x K. Let ZN be the abelian subgroup of Z generated zN for all
z G Z. Then the orbifold subfactor constructed out of the action of Z is the
N
same as the orbifold subfactor constructed out of the action of Z which is
necessarily flat (hence the flat part is easy to determine).
As in Section 1, we are going to use orbifold subfactor of Wenzl's subfactor
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to explain and prove the theorem. The proof of the general case is exactly
the same except possible change of notations.
Let us assume we are given the conditions at the end of Section 1, namely,
N is a divisor of K but 2N is not and N is even. As explained in Section 1,
this is the only interesting case. In this case, the theorem says the orbifold
subfactor with respect to the cyclic group ZN is the same as new orbifold
subfactor with respect to the subgroup ZN/2 of Z^ which is flat by [1].
Let us first describe this new subfactor in a similar double sequences as
that of Section 1.
Let N = 2NU p the action of ZN as in Section 1. Then the ZN/2 action is
given by p2m1 m=0,l... Nχ The orbit of distinguished vertex Ao under the
action of p 2 m , m=0,l... Nι are vertices A2rn, m=0,l... Nι Let
Co,o C Co^i C Co,2 ••• — ^ Co,oo

n

n

1,0 < - ^ 1 , 1

n

n
< - ^ 1 , 2 •••

n

(_^o o > ^-^2 1 ^

n

n

n
^-^2 2 •*•

n

n
* ^l,oo

n
' ^^2 oo

n

be the double sequences as in Section 1, except that the sources of the strings
are restricted to the vertices A2m, m=0,l... JVi. Denote by Z?0,oo C Di,oo
the orbifold subfactor under the action of p2. Since the orbifold connection
is flat, the higher relative commutants D'o ^ Π £>k,oo is given by Dk,o > k > 0.
Take paths α', β' with the same length on the graph ΛQ without orientation
and with s(a') = Λo, s(βf) = Aj, j is even, r(α') = r(β') = C o , where Co
N o t e t h a t σ
s
o f
is some vertex of A%. Let σ' = Σa^i^WifPψ))"
the above form with the length k span D'k 0 k > 0. Similarly another family
of higher relative commutants D[ ^ Π Dk,oo > k > 1, are spaned by similar
σ n s, except that one takes paths on the graph .A^-i which is dual to AQ.
We will show in the following that the higher relative commutants of the
orbifold subfactor with respect to the cyclic group Z^ are isomorphic to
that of l)o,oo C D\,oo which is of finite depth. Hence they are isomorphic
subfactors, thus completing the proof of the theorem.
Let us first determine D'0oo Π Dkoo. Since the connection is not flat, the
higher relative commutants are strictly smaller subalgebras of Dk,o, k = 0,1...
which commute with all σ G DOfk,k — 0,1.... Let α, β be paths with
the same length on Λn and with s(a) = Ao, s(β) = A,, r(a) = r(β) =
Bo, where Bo is some vertex of Λn. Set σ = Σ?Joι(ρι{a), pι(β)).
Note
that σ's of the above form span DOyk,k = 0,1.... Similarly take paths α',
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β' with the same length on the graph AQ without orientation and with
5(0:') = A o , s(β') — Aj, r(a') = r(β') — C o , where C o is some vertex of
Aζ. Let σ'{a',β') = Σz^o V ( α ' ) , p W ) A general element σ' e Dkt0 may
be expressed as: σ' = Σ\a>\=\β>\=kλa' ,β> <?'(&', β') 1 where λα/^/'s are complex
numbers. We have to study under what conditions we get σσ' — σ'σ. As in
[4], it is equivalent to the following :

Where {a,β) are fixed paths on Λn,l £ ZN and
At

>

•

X

a'\β",η,η',l =

i

1

1

Γ

i
j+fc
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We need the following Orthogonality lemma to simplyfy the above expressions.
Orthogonality L e m m a . Let xa>>β'\η,η>,ya,β,r),η' be as above. If(a\β")
different from (a1, βι), Then:

Proof. We will use the notations from [5]. The lemma follows from the topological invariance. In fact, up to nozero constants,
ΣηηιXa",β"Mrfya',P',v,v'
is equal to the value of the following diagram (see [5] or [1]):

•

0

pi {a')

a"
':

β"

As in [5], the value of the diagram is invariant under regular isotopy, and
equal to the value of the diagram:

p>(0)
a

pk(Q)

β"

is
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If (α",/?") is different from (α', /?'), the coloring of the above diagram is not
admissible, hence the value is 0. The other two identities follow by the same
kind of argument. Q.E.D.
D
Proof of the theorem. By this lemma, (1) can be simplified to be:

By Lemma 2.20 of [1],
\xoc"β"^η' ~ ya",β",η,ηΊ2 = 2 ~ 2Re

exp(2πikjhΛl).

Hence (1) is equvialent to : exp(2πikjhA1) = 1, for all j G Z^ and for all
(a',/?") such that |λα//^//| is not zero, Where KAX denotes the conformal
weight of A1(see [5]). Thus k is even.
To summarize, we have shown that D'o)OOΠl?m>oo is spaned by: σ'(α', β') =
ΣjIό^p'ίαOjP'ίβ'))? Here α', /?' are paths with the same length m on the
graph ΛQ and the source of β' is Ak with k even and the source of α' is
Ao.
These algebras are clearly isomorphic to D'θΌO Π ΰ m ) O O as described
in the beginning of this section. In fact, let p be the projection in C0,oo
corresponding to those even vertices of the graph Λ^ then p commutes with
algebras D'0oo Π DmiOO and px ~ 0,x e D0jOO Π Dmoo
iff x=0. Moreover,
p(D'0tOO Π DmtOO)
= D'0tOO Π β m ι O o .
Similarly, one can show that D'lQQ Π ί?m,oo is isomorphic to -DijOO Π Dm,oo >
where m > 1. Q.E.D.
'
D
We end this section with an example and a remark.
Example. Let G = SU(2), K=41+2, φ the spin 1/2 representation. Z =
Z2. We know that the orbifold is not flat. The theorem says the orbifold
subfactor is the same as the original subfactor, that is, the flat part of Dn
for odd n is A^n-s) subfactor.
Remark. Morally speaking, if one starts with G/Z , the question of finding
N
the flat part reduces G/Z to G/Z which is the correct gauge group as far
as the Chern-Simons gauge theory is concerned([6]).
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